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CONSTRUCTION:
Our CLENEAR  is completely build in welded and
galvanized steel to avoid a rapid wear and tear of the
metallic parts. The electric motor is mounted on fitting
slides to facilitate belts� assembling and disassembling.
The motion is transmitted by the driving shaft trough
pulleys and V-belts. The CLEANER is completely
screened in such a way to avoid any possible dust leak
and any risk of accident. The driving shaft and the
ventilator�s shaft are mounted on strong mountings with
dust proof, self-aligning ball bearings. The frame is built
in welded steel sheet and it is so strong to absorb any
possible vibration. It is composed of a swinging box
equipped with two sieving frames. The box is connected
to the frame and to the driving shaft through spring steel
deflection bars. The two sieves are mounted on steel
frames and are equipped with small rubber cleaning
balls. The frames can be replaced quickly and easily.
It�s important to underline the large width of the screens
and the intense vibration of sieves : they, together, allow a very high capacity with a very low
electrical energy waste. Depending on all these features, our CLEANER uses only kW.1,1 electrical
power � both mono-phase and three-phase motor� s drive � and produces approx. 300/400 kg/hour
of cereal ready to be ground.
The CLEANER is supplied with a frame to make easier the connection between the out let mounth
of the clean product and on eventual bucket elevator or screw conveyor. The MP � 10 CLEANER
may be also equipped with a separate sucking ventilator complete with filter for dust and light
substances.
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The technical datas are not binding - we reserve the right to make modifications anytime.


